Come join us in beautiful San Diego in February!

The 5th International Congress on Coaching Psychology

Excellence & Fit to Consult? ACROSS BORDERS

February 3-4, 2015 & February 5-8, 2015

The Society of Consulting Psychology MidWinter Conference
The 5th International Congress on Coaching Psychology is being held for the first time in the United States. Continuing to build a strong practice and science of coaching psychology worldwide, colleagues from around the world will come together to share, learn, and connect as we focus on what “Excellence Across Borders” (broadly interpreted) means for coaching psychology and coaching psychologists:

» What borders are we crossing - or are trying to find ways to cross - to offer better coaching services to clients?

» Who are the psychologists around the world that are setting new standards of “excellence” in research and practice that we can learn from?

» How can coaching psychologists enhance their own effectiveness in helping the leaders we serve enhance theirs?

The theme for the Society of Consulting Psychology Mid-Winter Conference is, “Fit to Consult? Strengthen-Stretch-Test.” New challenges should encourage us to hypothesize, are we fit to consult in the increasingly high refresh rate environment? Specifically:

» What are we doing to increase the rigor of our coaching and consulting services? What methods and metrics can build excellence in our evolving world of professional practice?

» How are we challenging our own status quo? How are we stretching ourselves to adapt to the changing needs of our client – and our world?

» What are we doing in our lives to stay ‘fit’? What are we doing to maintain physical, mental, spiritual, and social wellness in urgency-obsessed environments?

We hope you will join us! I am personally eager to see you again - or meet you for the first time.

The links to registration will be active in just a couple of weeks; this flyer is early notice so that you can make travel plans. Will you let me (Vicki) know if you are planning to come? E-mail me personally – or RSVP per instructions elsewhere in this announcement.

Very much looking forward to being with you in February in San Diego, where it is always “sunny and 70 (degrees F)”!

Very best regards,

Vicki V. Vandaveer, Ph.D.
President – Society of Consulting Psychology, Division 13 – American Psychological Association
v3@vandaveer-group.com

Karen Steadman, Ph.D.
Chair - 5th International Congress on Coaching Psychology / San Diego

Doug Riddle, Ph.D.
Co-Chair - Society of Consulting Psychology MidWinter Conference 2015

Ann Bowers-Evangelista, Psy.D.
Co-Chair - Society of Consulting Psychology MidWinter Conference 2015

Stephen Palmer will serve as this year’s Master of Opening Ceremonies, during which time he will give a brief introduction of the ISCP’s history and evolution.

For the MidWinter Conference, Palmer will deliver a workshop entitled: Enhancing Resilience: A Cognitive Behavioural Approach. This workshop’s objective is to improve the coach and coachee’s resilience.
Dick Kilburg, Ph.D.
CEO, RRK Coaching and Executive Development

Perfecting Performance: Present and Potential Future States of Executive Coaching Practice

Dick Kilburg received his Ph.D. in clinical psychology from the University of Pittsburgh in 1972. He has held faculty positions at the University of Pittsburgh and Johns Hopkins University, and a variety of other leadership positions in various organizations. He is the CEO of RRK Coaching and Executive Development, a consulting firm based in Baltimore. He has published widely in the fields of management, professional impairment, and executive coaching including six books by the American Psychological Association. He was the founding President of the Society of Psychologists in Management, and he is a Fellow of the Society of Consulting Psychology of the American Psychological Association.

He is the recipient of the 2002 Distinguished Contribution to Psychology in Management Award given by the Society of Psychologists in Management, the 2005 Harry and Miriam Levinson Award for Outstanding Contributions to Consulting Organizational Psychology given by the American Psychological Association, the Elliott Jacques Memorial Publication Award for most outstanding article in the Consulting Psychology Journal in 2001, 2008, and 2011, the 2012 Vision of Excellence Award from the Institute of Coaching, and the 2013 RHR International Award for Excellence in Consultation presented by the Society of Consulting Psychology.

Dr. Tatiana Bachkirova
Co-leader of the International Centre in Coaching and Mentoring Studies at Oxford Brookes University, UK

In the Crossfire of Two Dominant Paradigms: Where do we Stand as Coaches?

Dr. Tatiana Bachkirova is Co-leader of the International Centre in Coaching and Mentoring Studies at Oxford Brookes University, UK. She is an Associate Professor (Reader) in Coaching Psychology, teaching and supervising on the MA and Doctoral program in Coaching and Mentoring. She is the program leader for the MA in Coaching and Mentoring Practice delivered in collaboration with the University of Hong Kong and a Visiting Professor in The National Research University “Higher School of Economics” (HSE) in Moscow.

Dr Bachkirova is a Chartered Occupational Psychologist and an Associate Fellow of the British Psychological Society. She has been involved in many consultancy projects in public and private sector organizations and has been a speaker at many conferences and events nationally and internationally. She was nominated for and won several awards from professional organisations, including an Achievement award in recognition of distinguished contribution to coaching psychology from the British Psychological Society SCGCP.

Tatiana is an active researcher in coaching psychology and supervision. In 2011 she has been granted a title of a Harnisch Scholar by the Institute of Coaching at Harvard and currently is a member of their Scientific Advisory Council. She is the Convener and Chair of the International Conference in Coaching Supervision and a member of the editorial boards of three academic journals. She has published many research articles, book chapters, and three books: the Complete Handbook of Coaching (2010 and 2014), Coaching and Mentoring Supervision: Theory and Practice (2011) and Developmental Coaching. Working with the Self (2011).

Anthony Grant, Ph.D.
Director and Associate Professor, Coaching Psychology Unit at Sydney University

Putting the Psychology into Coaching, and the Coaching into Psychology: Lessons from the Road (Less Travelled)

Anthony M Grant PhD is widely recognized as a key pioneer of Coaching Psychology and evidence-based approaches to coaching, with over 100 publications in this area. Leaving school at the age of fifteen with no qualifications he trained as a carpenter and ran his own contracting business. After moving into sales and marketing, he began tertiary studies in 1993 as a mature age student, commencing a third career in his 30’s as a coaching psychologist. In January 2000 Anthony established the world’s first Coaching Psychology Unit at the School of Psychology at Sydney University where he is the Director and holds an appointment as an Associate Professor.

He is a Visiting Professor at the International Centre for Coaching and Leadership Development, Oxford Brookes University, Oxford, UK, a Senior Fellow at the Melbourne School of Business, Melbourne University, Australia, and an Associate Fellow at the Säid School of Business, Oxford University, Oxford, UK. In 2007 Anthony was awarded the British Psychological Society Award for outstanding professional and scientific contribution to Coaching Psychology, and in 2009 he was awarded the “Vision of Excellence Award” from Harvard University for his pioneering work in helping to develop a scientific foundation to coaching. He is the 2014 “scientist in residence” for the ABC – the Australian national broadcaster. He also enjoys playing loud (but unfortunately not very good) blues guitar and loves to jam whenever the opportunity presents itself.
Teddy Cruz is recognized internationally for his urban research of the Tijuana-San Diego border, advancing border immigrant neighborhoods as sites of cultural production, from which to rethink urban policy, affordable housing and civic infrastructure. His investigation of this geography of conflict has inspired a practice and pedagogy that emerges from the particularities of this bicultural territory and the integration of theoretical research, pedagogy and design production. His practice and research convene knowledges from across the fields of architecture and urbanism, environmental and social practice, political theory and urban policy, visual arts and public culture, and mediate the interface between top down institutions (governments, universities, foundations) and bottom-up socio-economic, cultural and environmental intelligence embedded in communities.

Teddy Cruz was born in Guatemala City. He completed his architectural education at Harvard University GSD (M.Des.S. 1997) and established his San Diego research-based architectural practice, estudio teddy cruz in 2000. From 1994 to 2000 he was founding director of the LA/LA Latin America / Los Angeles studio, an experimental workshop at SCI-Arc in Los Angeles. From 2000-05, he was Associate Professor of Architecture at Woodbury University, where he began the Border Institute (BI) to further research on cross-border urban dynamics in the San Diego-Tijuana region. He is currently a Professor of Public Culture and Urbanism in the Visual Arts Department at the University of California, San Diego.

What would You Do? Coaching and Consulting to Avoid Crisis

Dr. Amy L. Fraher is a retired U.S. Navy Commander, Naval Aviator and United Airlines pilot with 6,000 mishap-free flight hours in four jet airliners, five military aircraft, and several types of civilian airplanes. She trained as a group relations consultant at the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London and in 2002 created her own consulting firm developing, for example, a human factors awareness program for Hamilton-Sundstrand Aerospace, a leadership and group dynamics event for the US Navy SEAL Junior Officer Training Course, and crisis management workshops for the Ministry of Finance in Vienna and firefighters at the Netherlands Institute for Safety in Utrecht.

She currently lecturers in the School of Management at the University of San Francisco, and has held international academic appointments at the Bristol Business School at the University of the West of England, Norwich Business School at the University of East Anglia, and the School of Management at the University of Leicester in the UK, as well as the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in Australia. A crisis management expert with over thirty years of leadership experience in high-risk fields, she is a member of the Washington Post Leadership Panel and has authored four books and fifteen articles and chapters in peer reviewed journals and anthologies.

Surgical Leadership Beyond the Operating Room

Dr. Michael W. Yeh established the UCLA Endocrine Surgery Program in 2006. Under his leadership, the Program has gained national and international recognition for clinical excellence in the management of complex endocrine diseases.

After pursuing his studies at Stanford University and Harvard Medical School, Dr. Yeh trained in general surgery at UC San Francisco. He then completed the prestigious T.S. Reeve International Fellowship in endocrine surgery at the Royal North Shore Hospital in Sydney, Australia.

Dr. Yeh is an expert in minimally invasive parathyroid surgery, thyroid cancer, and adrenal tumors, including pheochromocytoma and adrenocortical carcinoma. He has published more than 50 scholarly articles and book chapters on these topics. Dr. Yeh has been voted one of the Best Doctors in America.

Dr. Yeh is an expert in minimally invasive parathyroid surgery, thyroid cancer, and adrenal tumors, including pheochromocytoma and adrenocortical carcinoma. He has published more than 50 scholarly articles and book chapters on these topics. Dr. Yeh has been voted one of the Best Doctors in America.
**Conference Schedule:**

- **Pre and Post Conference Workshops**
  Workshops will be offered before or after the Midwinter Conference. Seasoned professionals lead each workshop. An additional fee and pre-registration is required for each of these workshops, which offer four credits/hours of continuing education, as well.

- **Concurrent Sessions**
  Concurrent sessions do not require pre-registration and are included in the cost of registration. Continuing Education will be provided for many of the sessions (see onsite program for distinction). More information on concurrent sessions will be released soon.

- **Posters**
  There will be two poster sessions. One session will take place during the International Congress on Coaching Psychology and the second session will take place during the Midwinter Conference.

- **Special Events**
  The 2015 Conference Co-Chairs as well as the committee is hard at work selecting locations for the special events that will be offered in San Diego. We expect to have more information in the next few weeks.

**Travel Information & Helpful Tips**

Direct Link to International Travelers on SanDiego.org:
http://goo.gl/RlCgi8

Airport Information:
http://goo.gl/RlCgi8

Frequently Asked Questions when traveling to San Diego:
http://goo.gl/RlCgi8

Customs Information:
http://goo.gl/9AGTuy

**Hotel Information:**

- Hilton San Diego Resort & Spa
  1775 Mission Bay Drive
  San Diego, CA 92109
  Tel: 877-313-6645
  Hotel Reservation Link:
  http://goo.gl/CWw7W

**Click here to register**